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Biden steps onto global stage with high-stakes UN speech
Morgan Chalfant - The Hill

Getty Images President Biden walks to Marine One prior to departure from the South
Lawn of the White House on September 20, 2021, as he travels to New York for the
United Nations General Assembly.
President Biden faces high stakes on the global stage as he takes his plea for
international cooperation on pressing issues like climate change and the coronavirus
to the United Nations General Assembly on Tuesday.
Biden's first speech as president to the annual meeting comes at a time when he is
facing questions from allies on U.S. commitments abroad and fury from France,
America's oldest ally, over a nuclear submarine deal with Australia.
The president plans to use Tuesday's speech to rally nations behind confronting
common threats, explicitly tying the recent U.S. exit from Afghanistan to a broader
shift from traditional military conflict to "intensive" U.S. diplomacy, a senior
administration official said.
"The speech will center on the proposition that we are closing the chapter on 20 years
of war and opening a chapter of intensive diplomacy by rallying allies and partners
and institutions to deal with the major challenges of our time," the official told
reporters Monday on a call previewing the speech.
Atop Biden's agenda are climate change and the coronavirus pandemic. In addition to
delivering in-person remarks at the gathering, Biden will host a virtual COVID-19
summit Wednesday during which officials say he will press countries and the private
sector to increase their commitments to vaccinate the global population.
Biden, whose administration has already committed to sending 500 million vaccine
doses to lower income countries, is expected to announce additional U.S.
contributions to fighting the pandemic.

"He believes that it is high time for the world to come together," the senior
administration official said. "He is going to call for an all-hands-on-deck effort that
can end this pandemic much more rapidly than if we allow for things to unfold
without the focus, sustained energy and effort required."
Biden is also expected to encourage nations to address economic inequality and
emerging technologies, take a modern approach to counterterrorism and rally around
rules of the road on trade. He will also describe "vigorous competition with great
powers but not a new Cold War," the senior administration official said, a thinly
veiled reference to tensions with China and Russia.
While Biden has pledged to reassert America on the world stage after four years of
the Trump administration, the president has entered a rocky stretch with allies
because of recent foreign policy decisions.
Other countries have been wary of U.S. reliability following the withdrawal from
Afghanistan, which left thousands of at-risk Afghans in the country under Taliban
rule.
More pressing, perhaps, is the very public row between the U.S. and France because
of a new partnership between the U.S., United Kingdom and Australia to counter
China's military footprint in the Indo-Pacific.
White House press secretary Jen Psaki insisted Monday that the disagreements were
not a sign of a decline in U.S. credibility abroad.
"You always have to work on your relationships and that includes with global leaders,
but [Biden] believes that our relationships are sustaining over the course of many
decades, that every step he's taken from the moment he took office was with intention
of rebuilding alliances and rebuilding those partnerships that were frayed over the
last four years," Psaki said.
"That doesn't mean that the bar is we will always agree with everything our partners
and allies do, nor will they agree with everything we do, but that our relationships are
stronger, they have a stronger basis, and that we have an opportunity to work
together on the global issues that the world is facing," she said.
France, which was in talks with Australia for a similar defense agreement, has
described the trilateral deal as a betrayal and recently recalled its ambassadors from
the U.S. and Australia.
White House officials expect Biden to speak with French President Emmanuel
Macron in the coming days to communicate his commitment to the partnership with
France and desire to work together on security issues including in the Indo-Pacific.
As of Monday evening, there were no plans for Secretary of State Antony Blinken to
talk one-on-one with his French counterpart on the sidelines of the U.N. General
Assembly meeting, though a senior State Department official stressed that the
schedule was fluid.

"France is our longest ally, our longest friend and partner and continues to be an
extremely valuable ally across a range of issues," said Erica Barks-Ruggles, a senior
official at the State Department's Bureau of International Organization Affairs.
Richard Fontaine, CEO of the Center for a New American Security and a former
foreign policy adviser to the late Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), said the Biden
administration should be seeking ways for France to have more involvement in the
Indo-Pacific in order to smooth over the diplomatic tensions.
"Time is going to have to work some magic on this," Fontaine said. "In diplomacy you
have reassuring words and reassuring actions. I think the administration would do
well to look at both of those when it comes to France."
As he enters the global gathering, Biden will likely be aided by his administration's
announcement Monday that the U.S. will ease restrictions on foreign visitors who are
fully vaccinated against COVID-19.
Countries in Europe have already loosened rules on vaccinated Americans, and the
White House faced pressure from abroad to ease its own restrictions.
Biden administration officials rejected the notion that the move was designed to be an
olive branch to foreign countries and said the timing of the decision was based on
science.
"If we were going to make things much easier on ourselves, we would have done it
prior to June when the president had his first foreign trip or earlier this summer,"
Psaki said Monday.
"We're basing it on science and when the process concluded, and here we are today."

Del Rio migrant crisis: How did so many Haitians end up at the southern US
border?
Mabinty Quarshie - USA TODAY
DEL RIO, TEXAS — Thousands of Haitian immigrants encamped at Del Rio, Texas,
after entering the U.S. through the Rio Grande are awaiting either deportation from
U.S. authorities or deciding to stay put and seek asylum.

Eric Gay, AP Haitian migrants use a dam to cross between the USA and Mexico on
Sept. 17 in Del Rio, Texas.
Thousands of Haitian migrants assembled under and around a bridge in Del Rio,
presenting the Biden administration with another challenge as it tries to manage
large numbers of asylum seekers reaching U.S. soil.
But how did these Haitian migrants make their way to Texas instead of entering from
Florida — a state that's closer to the Caribbean nation?
Many of those migrants, experts say, were likely already in Central America, as
powerful natural disasters and an often-dysfunctional government prompted a steady
flow of out-migration for more than a decade.
But now, with economic opportunities drying up in Latin America as the pandemic
continues, Haitian migrants are seeking asylum in the U.S.
"The end goal is always the United States," said Eduardo Gamarra, professor of
political science at the Florida International University. "And the pattern is one that
wasn't really begun by the Haitians, it was begun by the Cubans. They're the ones
who set this trail."
2010 earthquake spurs migration
A devastating earthquake in 2010 earthquake displaced more than 1.5 million people
from the island nation. Afterwards, many Haitians left their homeland for South and
Central America.
In Brazil, Haitian migrants were granted work visas for the 2014 World Cup and the
2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. They were also able to obtain permanent
residency for humanitarian reasons. By August 2020, there were more than 143,000
Haitians in Brazil, according to El País, a daily newspaper in Spain.

In Chile, the Haitian population jumped. In 2017, there were 64,567 Haitians in Chile,
with an estimated 150,000 Haitians there just a year later, according to the
Inter-American Dialogue, a Washington-based think-tank.
Jacques Jonassaint, a former special envoy of President Emile Jonassaint to the
Clinton administration, says in Chile many Haitians did not get work visas because of
the country's process.
"They did not obtain those visas; the Chilean government refused to give them the
visas," said Jonassaint. "And the reason for that is to get a permit to work in Chile
there's a process that is very lengthy and most Haitians don't carry paperwork with
them."
Haitian nationals were able to obtain tourist visas in Chile, but in 2018, Chilean
President Sebastián Piñera canceled temporary visas that allowed Haitians to move
from tourists to migrants once they found a job.
Gamarra says it's probable that many Haitians were undocumented in Latin
American countries such as Chile, Brazil and Ecuador, meaning they aren't able to be
deported legally to those countries.
"They can't even be deported to Mexico because under international law, you have to
be deported to the country where you have legal residence or a country has to agree
to accept you," he said. "And more than likely, none of these countries is willing to
accept Haitian migrants because of their status."
And the COVID-19 pandemic hit particularly hard in Latin America. Brazil, the
region's largest economy, shrank 4.1% last year, and nearly 600,000 people there
have died from COVID-19.
What the border looks like now
For three weeks, migrants have freely crossed the Rio Grande from Ciudad Acuña,
Mexico, into Del Rio, Texas – a city of about 35,000 people.
outrage Monday, with White House press secretary Jen Psaki calling the images
"horrific" and Democratic lawmakers demanding accountability.
Mexican authorities have also blocked entry to Ciudad Acuña and will start deporting
Haitians. (Mexic
o only accepts migrants from Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.)
Secretary of Homeland Security Alejandro N. Mayorkas visited Del Rio on Monday
and said an additional 600 Homeland Security personnel have been sent there.
Jonassaint also pointed to the lack of persecution Haitians from their government as
a reason why they are being expelled so quickly out of the U.S.
"If you look at the strict adherence to the law, both U.S. laws and international laws,
those people coming in from Chile or through Mexico should not come at all in the
United States, legitimately, asking or requesting for asylum because there's no
persecution by their government against them," he said.

But Haitians pointed to the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse and a recent
destructive earthquake, both this year, in their homeland as reasons why they are
fearful of returning to Haiti.
Karla M. McKanders, an immigration law expert at Vanderbilt University, said
Haitian migration through Texas is not a new phenomenon.
"It's important for people to recognize that Haitian nationals have been using this
alternative route to get to the southern border for a few years, maybe even a little bit
more than that," McKanders said.

Eric Gay, AP Haitian migrants use a dam to cross to and from the United States from
Mexico, Friday, Sept. 17, 2021, in Del Rio, Texas.
More than 320 migrants Haitians were flown back to Port-au-Prince on three flights
Sunday, and Haiti says it is expecting six flights Tuesday, according to the Associated
Press.
Trump enacted Title 42, which allowed for quick expulsion of asylum seekers to
prevent the spread of COVID-19 in holding facilities last year. President Joe Biden
continued the policy; however, children and some families are exempt.
Horace G. Campbell, professor of African American studies and political science at
the Maxwell School at Syracuse University, spoke strenuously against the
deportations. "The United States is succumbing to white supremacist hysteria in this
country by deporting these Haitians," Campbell said.

Eric Gay, AP Haitian migrants use a dam to cross to and from the United States from
Mexico, Friday, Sept. 17, 2021, in Del Rio, Texas.
(Contributing: Sarah Elbeshbishi, Chelsey Cox, USA TODAY; The Associated Press.)

The Taliban is bringing back executions and cutting off hands as punishment after
retaking control of Afghanistan.
Jake Epstein & John Haltiwanger (jepstein@insider.com) - Business Insider

Provided by Business Insider Taliban leader Mullah Nooruddin Turabi poses for a
photo in Kabul, Afghanistan, Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2021. Mullah Turabi, one of the
founders of the Taliban, says the hard-line movement will once again carry out
punishments like executions and amputations of hands, though perhaps not in public.
(AP Photo/Felipe Dana)

The Taliban will bring back executions and the amputation of hands as a form of
punishment, one of the militant group's founders Mullah Nooruddin Turabi told the
Associated Press in an interview published Thursday.
The grisly reprisals won't always take place in public, but Turabi cautioned the world
against interference with Afghanistan's new governing force.
"Everyone criticized us for the punishments in the stadium, but we have never said
anything about their laws and their punishments," Turabi told the AP.
"No one will tell us what our laws should be. We will follow Islam and we will make
our laws on the Quran."
Turabi is an enforcer of the Taliban's brutal interpretation of Islamic law, the report
said, and was the militant group's justice minister in their 1996-2001 regime.
During that rule, executions and amputations were held at Kabul's sports stadium and
sometimes in front of crowds, the report said. The amputations were considered by
the Taliban to be a deterrent, Turabi argued.
"Cutting off of hands is very necessary for security," he said.
The Taliban regained control of Afghanistan in August for the first time since 2001.
The militant Islamists marched into Kabul after rapidly taking over major cities, often
without much of a fight.
The US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 knocked the Taliban from power at the time.
The US withdrawal from Afghanistan opened the door for the militant group to once
again assert itself as the most dominant force in the country.
The Taliban initially sought to present itself as a more moderate, changed
entity compared to how it behaved in the past. It promised that there would be no
revenge against those who assisted the US and pledged to establish an inclusive
government.
But it wasn't long before the Taliban began violently cracking down on protests
against its rule, and the UN has accused it of breaking promises. And the interim
government established by the Taliban does not include women, but does include
people on the UN sanctions list. The interim interior minister, Sirajuddin Haqqani, is
a US-designated terrorist who is wanted by the FBI.
There has been particular concern in the international community over what Taliban
rule will mean for Afghan women and girls. During its first stint in power, the Taliban
barred women from receiving an education or appearing in public without a male
chaperone and full body coverings. There were violent reprisals for women who
violated the Taliban's draconian rules.
Earlier this month, the Taliban announced that Afghan universities will be segregated
by gender and a new dress code will be introduced. The Taliban has also responded

violently to women-led protests, and closed a government ministry focused on
women's affairs.
"Since taking over the city on August 12, 2021, the Taliban have instilled fear among
women and girls by searching out high-profile women; denying women freedom of
movement outside their homes; imposing compulsory dress codes; severely curtailing
access to employment and education; and restricting the right to peaceful assembly,"
Human Rights Watch said in a report on Thursday.
The Taliban this week issued a request to speak before the United Nations General
Assembly. No countries have formally recognized the Taliban-led government.

Biden faces renewed press backlash over access
Naomi Lim - Examiner
President Joe Biden pitched the merits of democracy during his inaugural United
Nations address, but hours later, White House aides' treatment of reporters raised
questions about whether he is leading by example.

Provided by Washington Examiner
And Biden's two run-ins with the press this week reflect mounting frustrations with the
administration's shielding of the president at pivotal moments during his term.
The White House's news media dust-ups from Biden's meetings with Prime Ministers
Boris Johnson of the United Kingdom and Scott Morrison of Australia are "much ado
about nothing," according to Aggressive Progressive podcast host and former
Democratic strategist Christopher Hahn.
"They have a bunch of small fires burning, and he was doing a few quick meetings
with two of the nations involved with one of the fires," Hahn told the Washington
Examiner. "His press secretary briefed the press on this, as did both prime ministers."

But that press secretary, Jen Psaki, did not douse tensions with reporters on
Wednesday when she downplayed complaints about news media access to Biden and
clamoring for the president to answer questions in a stand-alone, extended format
rather than one or two at events or while traveling.
"As it relates to providing information to the public, elevating the importance of the
freedom of press to our democracy, I don't know that the format, whether it is multiple
shorter "Q" and "As" or a longer formal press conference, is at the top of the list of
the American public's concerns," Psaki said.
Biden is not required to answer reporter questions, according to political analyst Dan
Schnur, a Republican-turned-independent now at the University of California. But he
urged the White House to remember the news media is a proxy for voters.
"Biden hasn’t completely shut out the press, but he has been less available to them
than any president in recent memory," Schnur added. "The White House has the
prerogative of deciding on the format, but the president should be much more
available to questions from journalists than has been the case until now."
Biden has a complicated relationship with the press. Some critics contend the White
House does not grant reporters enough access to the president and that aides are
"handling" him. Others believe his tendency to make verbal mistakes is problematic.
John F. Kennedy revolutionized the presidential press relationship as a master of
television, according to historian David Pietrusza. And Kennedy's predecessors have
followed suit to different extents, he said.
"But whatever the format or frequency, it is unwise to invite guests to a banquet and
not feed them — the current Biden policy — for, as we know — reporters are a
ravenous lot," Pietrusza quipped.
Biden campaign and administration press aides have always been protective of their
principal, helped in part by Biden's security detail. But reporters, seemingly inured to
the tactics, were reminded of their heavy-handedness when foreign counterparts in
the country for the annual U.N. General Assembly meeting and sideline discussions
asked about them.
"I was asked by a very startled Australian reporter whether [White House] wranglers
were always so strict about ushering the pool out without questions," France 24
Washington, D.C., correspondent Kethevane Gorjestani emailed her colleagues as a
foreign press representative this week.
Reporters had been trying to ask Biden and Morrison for their response to the
diplomatic repercussions of their new U.S.-U.K.-Australia national security alliance,
which included a nuclear-powered submarine deal. The alliance resulted in France
losing a billion-dollar contract with Australia for 12 diesel-electric submarines.
White House correspondents later lodged a complaint with Psaki after Johnson called
on two British reporters in the Oval Office prior to his meeting with Biden. But
Biden's response to a U.S. journalist's shouted question about a photo of a U.S.

Border Patrol agent pursuing a Haitian migrant in Texas on horseback was drowned
out by aides pushing the news media scrum out of the room and muffled by the
president's mask.
Psaki told reporters she was "unaware" of the incident and could not "offer an
immediate solution," according to CBS News Radio's Steven Portnoy late Tuesday.
Portnoy, a White House Correspondents' Association representative who was
covering the meeting for radio reporters, implored Psaki to organize a Biden press
conference instead.
"Psaki suggested the president takes questions several times a week," he said.
Biden had emphasized hours earlier during his speech to the 76th Session of the U.N.
General Assembly the role reporters play in "the democratic world" and to
democracy being "the best tool we have to unleash our full human potential."
"As the United States seeks to rally the world to action, we will lead not just with the
example of our power but, God willing, with the power of our example," he told
delegates.
Grumblings about another press conference have been growing since Biden's first
official question-and-answer session in March.
Before his Johnson meeting, Biden last answered reporter questions on Sept. 15 when
he was asked about Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley's
conversations with Chinese Gen. Li Zuocheng about former President Donald Trump.

France ordered officials to 'get revenge' on the US, UK, and Australia after it was
ditched from $50 billion submarine contract, report says
Thomas Colson (tcolson@businessinsider.com ) - Business Insider
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Aydemir/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images

France instructed its officials to "get revenge" on Australia, the US, and the UK after
being booted from a contract to build Australia's submarines, Politico reported.
A French official made the comment to Politico earlier this week as Paris continued
to react furiously to Australia's surprise decision to drop French-owned Naval
Group from the $50 billion deal to replace its ageing submarines.
Australia will now build the submarines with help from the UK and US instead as
part of a new security pact called AUKUS.
France - accusing the three nations of a "stab in the back"- recalled its ambassadors
from the US and Australia, and moved to disrupt trade talks between the two nations
and the EU, of which France is a leading member.
French officials have also found support from other EU members to delay talks with
the US scheduled for next week, Bloomberg reported.
Both President Biden and Johnson were "astonished" at France's furious reaction to
the announcement, the Telegraph reported.
Speaking in New York on Wednesday, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson poked fun at
French President Macron for his government's response to the crisis, telling him to
"get a grip."
"What I want to say about that is I just think it's time for some of our dearest friends
around the world to prenez un grip [get a grip] about all this and donnez-moi un
break [give me a break]," said Johnson in Washington, where he was meeting House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi.
After France's anger, there were later signs that relations were starting to calm.
Johnson said on Wednesday that while "everybody has been a bit taken aback by the
strength of the French reaction," he wanted "reach out to Paris and sort something
out."
Biden and Macron also spoke by phone Wednesday for the first time since AUKUS
was announced.
In a joint US-French statement after the call, the White House conceded that it should
have consulted Macron before announcing the AUKUS partnership, and said Biden
would meet with him in Europe next month.

China Bristles as EU Turns Its Attention Toward Indo-Pacific
Mary Ellen Cagnassola - Newsweek
Recent months have seen the U.S. and its allies step up their assertiveness toward
China, with support voiced for Taiwan, a new deal to provide Australia with nuclear

submarines and a new European strategy for increased presence in the Indo-Pacific,
according to the Associated Press.

POIS Yuri Ramsey/Australian Defence Force/Getty Images DARWIN, AUSTRALIA SEPTEMBER 05: In this handout image provided by the Australian Defence Force,
Royal Australian Navy submarine HMAS Rankin is seen during AUSINDEX 21, a
biennial maritime exercise between the Royal Australian Navy and the Indian Navy
on September 5, 2021 in Darwin, Australia. Australia, the United States and the
United Kingdom have announced a new strategic defence partnership - known as
AUKUS - to build a class of nuclear-propelled submarines and work together in the
Indo-Pacific region. The new submarines will replace the Royal Australian Navy's
existing Collins submarine fleet.
The moves have angered China, straining relations between Beijing and Washington.
U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has been compelled to advise President Joe
Biden and Chinese leader Xi Jinping to mend their "completely dysfunctional"
relationship.
But at the U.N. General Assembly on Tuesday, the leaders of the two superpowers
had a more restrained tone, the AP reported. Biden told the assembly that "we are not
seeking a new Cold War or a world divided into rigid blocs," and Xi insisted that
"China has never and will never invade or bully others or seek hegemony."
But the underlying issues have not changed. China is building up its military outposts
as it presses its maritime claims over critical sea lanes, and the U.S. and its allies are
growing louder in their support of Taiwan, which China claims as part of its territory,
and deepening military cooperation in the Indo-Pacific.
On Thursday, China sent 24 fighter jets toward Taiwan in a large display of force
after the island announced its intention to join a Pacific trade group, the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, that China
has also applied to join.

On Friday, Biden hosts the leaders of Japan, India and Australia for an in-person
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue for broad talks including the COVID-19 pandemic
and climate change, but also how to keep the Indo-Pacific, a vast region spanning
from India to Australia, "free and open," according to the White House.
It comes a week after the dramatic announcement that Australia would be dropping a
contract for conventional French submarines in favor of an Anglo-American offer for
nuclear-powered vessels, a bombshell that overshadowed the unveiling of
the European Union's strategy to boost political and defense ties in the Indo-Pacific.
"One thing is certain, that everyone is pivoting toward the Indo-Pacific," said Garima
Mohan, an Asia program fellow with the German Marshall Fund think tank.
As partners pursue moves that play to their own strengths and needs, however, the
past week has underscored the lack of coordination as a networked security strategy
develops, she said.
"Not everyone has the same threat assessment of China," she said in a telephone
interview from Berlin.
The EU policy emphasizes the need for dialogue with Beijing, to encourage "China to
play its part in a peaceful and thriving Indo-Pacific region," while at the same time
proposing an "enhanced naval presence" and expanded security cooperation with
regional partners.
It also notes China's increased military buildup, and that "the display of force and
increasing tensions in regional hotspots such as in the South and East China Sea, and
in the Taiwan Strait, may have a direct impact on European security and prosperity."
Germany, which has close economic ties to China, got a wake-up call last week when
China rejected its request for a port call for the frigate Bavaria, which is currently
conducting maneuvers in the Indo-Pacific.
"China is telling them this inclusive approach is not going to work, so in a way it's a
rude awakening for Berlin," Mohan said. "You have to take a position, you can't have
your cake and eat it too, and if you have an Indo-Pacific strategy...you can't make it
neutral."
Other EU countries, most notably France, have also sent naval assets for exercises in
the Indo-Pacific, and Britain has had a whole carrier strike group conducting
exercises for several months as London pursues the new tilt toward the region
recommended by a recent British government review of defense and foreign policy.
China's Foreign Ministry said after rejecting the Bavaria's port call that it remained
"willing to carry out friendly exchanges with Germany on the basis of mutual respect
and mutual trust," but made clear it was displeased with the increased naval presence
in the region.
"Individual powers...have repeatedly dispatched military aircraft and warships to the
South China Sea for some time in the name of exercising freedom of navigation to flex
muscle, stir up trouble and deliberately provoke conflicts on maritime issues,"
spokesman Zhao Lijian said. "China's determination to safeguard national and

territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and interests is unwavering, and will
continue to properly handle differences with the countries concerned through
consultations and negotiations."
Beijing was less reserved in its reaction to the submarine deal with Australia, under
which the U.S. and Britain will help Canberra construct nuclear-powered submarines,
calling it "highly irresponsible" and saying it would "seriously damage regional
peace and stability."
In signing the pact with the U.S. and Britain, Australia canceled a $66 billion deal
with France for diesel-powered submarines, infuriating Paris, which recalled its
ambassadors to Washington and Canberra and suggested it calls into question the
entire cooperative effort to blunt China's growing influence.
While clearly irked by the surprise deal, many observers have suggested that the
vociferous reaction from France may be more directed toward a domestic audience,
where President Emmanuel Macron faces a reelection bid early next year.
But there was clear disappointment that the U.S. seemed to be ignoring France's own
engagement in the region by not informing them in advance, said Laurence Nardon,
an expert at the French Institute for International Relations.
"There was a way to do this while keeping Europeans in the loop," she said. "The
Indo-Pacific is important for the EU too; it's not one or the other."
In a call with Macron late Wednesday, Biden reaffirmed "the strategic importance of
French and European engagement in the Indo-Pacific region," according to a joint
statement.
More than just a decision to pursue nuclear submarines, the deal was a clear signal
of Australia committing long term to being in the U.S. camp on China policy, said
Euan Graham, an expert with the International Institute for Strategic Studies in
Singapore.
"The submarine decision represents an emphatic doubling down on the Australia-U.S.
alliance by both countries," he said in an analysis of the deal.
As the pact was introduced, Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison alluded to the
long-term nature, saying "at its heart, today's announcements are about the oldest of
friendships, the strongest of values and the deepest of commitment."
The submarine deal seems likely to exacerbate the ongoing trade war between China
and Australia, and Australia is hoping to strike a free trade deal with Quad partner
India to help offset the economic impact.
While the European strategy outline will take time, the plan provides clarity in how
the EU is prepared to work with the U.S. and its allies in the region—something that
has been lacking in the past.

"There's a lack of understanding on the U.S. side of why Europe is interested in the
Indo-Pacific and exactly what kind of role it wants to play," Mohan said in a podcast
on the issue. "There's also a lack of understanding of the U.S. approach."
In the outline of the strategy, the EU broadly looks to pool its resources for greater
effect and to work more closely with the Quad countries, the 10-member Association
of Southeast Asian Nations and others.
It also envisions enhancing current operations, such as the Atalanta anti-piracy
mission off the Horn of Africa and in the western Indian Ocean, and the expansion of
the EU maritime security and safety mission in the wider Indian Ocean area, which
has already been broadened to Southeast Asia.
"The European assessment is very realistic about what they can and cannot do in the
region," Mohan said. "It's about making sure the resources, the spending, that's done
right and has an impact."

La Palma volcano: authorities lock down coastal area as lava approaches sea
Al Goodman & Hannah Ritchie - CNN
Residents along the eastern shore of Spain's La Palma island were ordered into
lockdown Monday as lava flowing from the Cumbre Vieja volcano nears the sea.

DESIREE MARTIN/AFP/AFP via Getty Images Lava flows approaching houses as
the Mount Cumbre Vieja erupts in El Paso, spewing out columns of smoke, ash and
lava as seen from Los Llanos de Aridane on the Canary island of La Palma, on
September 19, 2021. - The Cumbre Vieja volcano erupted on Spain's Canary Islands
today spewing out lava, ash and a huge column of smoke after days of increased
seismic activity, sparking evacuations of people living nearby, authorities said.
Cumbre Vieja straddles a ridge in the south of La Palma island and has erupted twice
in the 20th century, first in 1949 then again in 1971.

The 1,250 Celsius degree lava may touch the Atlantic Ocean in the hours ahead,
likely causing explosions and sending clouds of toxic gases over the island, Canary
Islands emergency services warned on Monday morning.
"Given the possibility the lava will reach the sea in the coming hours on the coastal
area of Tazacorte, and in anticipation of possible emissions of gas harmful to health,
the Canary Islands volcano emergency committee orders the lockdown of San
Borondon, Marina Alta, Marina Baja and La Condesa," they tweeted.
"The population should follow instructions of the authorities and remain at home,
with doors and windows closed, until the situation can be evaluated in the morning,"
they added.
In the early hours of Monday morning, the lava traveled past the southwestern town
of Todoque which was evacuated a few days ago and was just 1.6 kilometers (roughly
1 mile) from La Palma's coast, according to emergency services.
Authorities have also called on residents within a 5-kilometer radius of the volcano to
put in place further precautions, due to the possibility of new explosive eruptions
which could cause glass to shatter.
The main airline for the Canary Islands, Binter Canarias, confirmed Monday that it
will continue to suspend flights to and from La Palma airport while it monitors the
situation.
All other air traffic at the airport was also canceled Monday morning, according to
Spain's airport operator, AENA.
Monday is the ninth consecutive day of eruptions from the volcano, which has so far
forced the evacuation of nearly 6,000 people, destroyed hundreds of homes and
ravaged the island's economically crucial banana plantations.
Reuters drone footage showed a rapid river of red hot lava flowing down the slopes of
the crater, passing close to homes, and swathes of land and buildings engulfed by a
black mass of slower-moving, older lava.
The flow of lava has engulfed more than 230 hectares, the European Union satellite
monitoring service Copernicus said, swallowing hundreds of houses as well as roads,
schools and churches, and forcing thousands to evacuate.
No fatalities or serious injuries have been reported since the volcano's eruption, but
about 15% of the island's banana crop could be at risk, jeopardizing thousands of
jobs.

Biden deliberately created the illegal immigration crisis
Quin Hillyer - Examiner

The crisis at the southern border is not based on an unexpected surprise: this is a
pre-planned implementation of Biden’s preferred policy against the desires and
interests of most of his countrymen. This violation of norms and the spirit of U.S.
immigration laws is destabilizing, and it is nefarious. It warrants a major
investigation into who is behind it and why.’
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By now, the crisis at the U.S. southern border appears not merely incompetent, but
downright sinister. Judging from the performance of Homeland Security Secretary
Alejandro Mayorkas on today’s Fox News Sunday, the Biden administration is far
more enthusiastic about admitting illegal immigrants than it is about keeping them
out.
Host Chris Wallace asked Mayorkas a series of highly pertinent questions that
Mayorkas essentially dodged. A number of other questions also raise themselves.
Since Biden’s inauguration day, the president’s entire team has shown no interest in
enforcing immigration laws.
Biden immediately announced a blatantly illegal six-month suspension of all
deportations (a suspension since blocked by federal courts). He also canceled
significant funding meant for a border wall, nominated a sanctuary city supporter as
head of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, and repeatedly released illegal
immigrants into inland parts of the country while they supposedly await enforcement
“proceedings.”
Worse, Biden suspended former President Donald Trump’s “remain in Mexico”
policy and has slow-walked compliance with a Supreme Court order to reinstate it.
The border was overrun with aliens almost immediately, and since Sept. 9 some
30,000 people of Haitian descent have congregated in squalid conditions near the
Texas town of Del Rio.

Wallace noted that so far, only 3,000 are in “detention” and another 5,000 await
preliminary processing, but well over 10,000 have been “released” into the country
to await legal proceedings, which take at least six months and sometimes years.
As Wallace noted, Homeland Security statistics show that of prior aliens in the system,
44% fail to show up for their hearings and effectively “disappear,” presumably into
permanent illegal resident status.
Wallace noted reports that another 20,000 supposed Haitians are massing in
Colombia, 3,000 in Peru, and 1,500 in Panama, planning to come to the United States.
They can see that Biden has no inclination to keep them out.
Faced with all this, Mayorkas was defiant. Hiding behind legal fig leaves, he kept
making excuses for a situation he not only wouldn’t call a “crisis,” but flat-out denied
was even a “flood” of illegal people. Repeatedly and eagerly he pronounced it Biden
administration “policy” to ensure the immigrants’ privileges of claiming to seek
asylum while evincing not the slightest passion for keeping them from crossing into
American territory in the first place.
To call the current wave of Haitians humanitarian refugees seeking asylum from
recent hardship is to completely misrepresent the truth. Most of them aren’t actual
refugees from this summer’s political instability (assassination) or earthquake but
escaped their island nation after an earlier earthquake in 2010. They have been living
in various South American countries for a full decade; why are they suddenly coming
to the U.S. now?
The questions Wallace did not ask include how this torrent of Haitians suddenly
joined together to traverse hundreds or (in most cases) thousands of miles to reach
the U.S. border.
Who organized them?
Who paid for their transportation and sustenance?
And why, with all the technology available, weren’t Biden officials able to see this
huge caravan coming for weeks, thus to prevent them from actually crossing the Rio
Grande in the first place, or to secure the government of Mexico’s help in doing so?

Why Haitians are fleeing Chile for the U.S. border
John Bartlett - The Washington Post
SANTIAGO, Chile — Along empty streets lined with shuttered businesses, there’s
little sign of the bustle that just a few a years ago earned the neighborhood of
Quilicura the nickname “Little Haiti.”

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post A Haitian woman and girl walk down the
street in Quilicura, a neighborhood in Santiago, Chile, known as Little Haiti.
Increasingly restrictive migration policies here, and a belief that the United States
has grown more welcoming to immigrants under President Biden, have led a wave of
Haitians to abandon the country they once saw as a land of opportunity.
“There’s hardly anyone left here now,” said 24-year-old Wilbert Pierre, pointing
across the dusty road into the Tawtaw barbershop, where he is training to be a
hairdresser. “Of all the people I’ve known in my four years in Chile, more than 100
have gone to the U.S. since March alone.”
Tens of thousands of Haitians came to Chile, Brazil and other South American
nations after the 2010 earthquake near Port-au-Prince that killed more than 220,000
people. Now feeling growing pressure here, thousands in recent months have traveled
north.
After spending months in southern Mexico, they began moving toward the U.S. border
this month by the busload. An estimated 14,000 gathered at a camp in Del Rio, Tex.
The United States has deported thousands, not back to the South American nations
they left but to Haiti, a country reeling from a presidential assassination and another
earthquake on top of endemic poverty and gang violence.
Pierre says he is grateful for the opportunities he has had in Chile. But he also says
employers and landlords take advantage of Haitian migrants, who often cannot speak
Spanish when they arrive. He paid around $100 to apply for residence, but after two
years of silence, he was told his application had been rejected.

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post Wilbert Pierre came to Chile four years ago
in search of opportunity. He now has a Haitian girlfriend he met in Chile and a
7-month-old daughter, and is training to be a hairdresser.
Many Haitians here have arrived at the same dead end. The government has
announced that on Oct. 17 it will close its “regularization” window for migrants,
which had allowed anyone who entered Chile at an official border crossing before
March 18, 2020, when the coronavirus arrived in the country, to gain legal status
here.
But the process required applicants to show copies of their criminal records — a
relatively simple procedure in most countries, but a long and costly one for Haitians
living abroad. Many have given up on settling permanently.
Emmanuel Louis, a 36-year-old artist from Port-au-Prince, arrived in Santiago with
his family at about the same time as Pierre.

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post Emmanuel Louis paints in the backyard of
his home in Quilicura.
“It’s often easier to buy bullets than food in Haiti,” he says. “We were looking for
somewhere safe to raise our son, so we came to Chile — the ‘oasis’ of South America.
“But we found that although Chileans themselves are good people, the system is
racist, classist and elitist.”
Pierre says he has faced discrimination and racial slurs from co-workers. Others in
Quilicura say they are routinely referred to only by their skin color.
In January 2020, Louis said, his 6-year-old son, Emmaus, fell into a crowded
municipal swimming pool and drowned. There was no lifeguard on duty and the
supervisors were all elsewhere, he said, leaving a 13-year-old girl to pull his body
from the water.
Louis campaigns for justice outside the municipal offices in Quilicura, but the
investigation remains ongoing and he feels that the case has been disregarded by
authorities.
According to Chile’s national statistics institute, there were nearly 1.5 million
immigrants living in the country in 2020 — double the number recorded in the 2017
census.

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post Velleda Louis Pierre Louis and Emmanuel
Louis hold a portrait of son Emmaus.
Chile began to receive migrants from Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador in the 1990s, and in
the 21st century many more came from Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Cuba.
Arrivals from Venezuela and Haiti followed in greater numbers. Discrimination is
nothing new, according to sociologist María Emilia Tijoux.
“During the early years of the Chilean state, the ‘right’ type of migrants were sought
from Europe to populate the country,” said Tijoux, a professor at the University of
Chile. “We are seeing something similar now: Although the Haitian arrivals are
young and hard-working, they are constantly discriminated against both culturally
and legally.”
Indeed, a 2018 decree differentiated visas according to nationality. As Venezuela
lurched deeper into political and economic chaos, Chilean President Sebastián
Piñera created a new visa specifically for Venezuelans.
But no special treatment was offered to Haitians. The Chilean government established
a system that year that required visas to be approved in Port-au-Prince before
Haitians could board a flight — and prohibited recipients from working in Chile.
From then on, the government promoted repatriation flights, and flew more than 800
Haitians home on the condition that they would not return to Chile for nine years.

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post Haitians in Quilicura.
Haitian community organizations estimate that as much as 60 percent of the
population has left since a 2018 peak. Still, Haitians remain Chile’s third-largest
foreign-born population, after Venezuelans and Peruvians.
The country’s outdated migration laws have been unable to cope with the influx. Until
Piñera signed new legislation in April, the entry of foreigners was regulated by a
1975 decree signed by the military junta led by dictator Augusto Pinochet.
The uptick in departures speaks of the gulf between expectations and reality for the
Haitians who have come to Chile — and the bitter misfortune that has befallen many
over the last two years.
“Since October 2019, when anti-inequality protests began in Chile, many immigrants
started to lose their jobs — and straight after that the pandemic started,” says Sandro
St. Val, 30, a prominent member of the community here.
“Many people started selling goods informally on the street, but couldn’t rely on the
government support — or weren’t eligible — so they had no way of supporting
themselves.”
The minimum wage in Chile is around $427 per month, which is barely enough to
cover basic living expenses. The difficultly acquiring documentation leaves
immigrants open to exploitation, and informal, underpaid work is often the only
stopgap.

Tamara Merino for The Washington Post Jean Claude Pierre-Paul came to Chile to
study in 2008, married a Chilean woman and stayed. He advocated for the rights of
Haitian migrants. He lost his job in Quilicura three months ago. He was never legally
hired and was not given severance pay for the years he worked.
“Without an ID card, you’re Mr. Nobody in Chile,” said Jean Claude Pierre-Paul, 39,
a social worker who arrived in 2008 and worked at the municipality in Quilicura until
recently.
“The first thing they ask you wherever you go is your ID number, rather than how
your day has been.”
Without residency or a national ID card, which often expires before residency is
approved, migrants cannot work, open a bank account or formally rent a property.
“We pay all of our taxes and contribute our labor and culture, yet we are treated
differently and discriminated against,” Pierre-Paul said.
“The message is that they’re not going to accept us as residents, so can you blame
people for moving on?
“Most Haitians would rather be undocumented in the U.S. than down here in Chile.
At least they’d be closer to home.”
Poland says it found evidence of extremism on migrants' phones
Reuters
WARSAW (Reuters) - Poland's interior minister said on Monday material related to
Islamic extremism had been found in the phones of migrants crossing its border with

Belarus and he called for a 60-day extension to a state of emergency along the
frontier.

Reuters/KACPER PEMPEL FILE PHOTO: Polish soldiers build a fence on the
border between Poland and Belarus near the village of Nomiki
The European Union member state declared the emergency at the start of September
over a surge in migration that Polish and EU officials blame on Belarus. But Poland's
nationalist government has drawn criticism from rights groups over its treatment of
migrants, five of whom have died on the frontier.
"(The situation is) extremely tense...I will apply to the Council of Ministers (cabinet)
for an extension of the state of emergency by 60 days," Interior Minister Mariusz
Kaminski told a news conference.
During the briefing Polish officials showed material which they said were text
messages and other images linked to Islamic extremism found on some of the
migrants' electronic devices.
Reuters could not independently confirm the veracity of the messages or images.
Poland's opposition and human rights groups have accused the ruling right-wing
nationalist Law and Justice (PiS) party in the past of stoking prejudice against
immigrants for political gain.
During the 2015 migrant crisis, the PiS leader said refugees from the Middle East
could bring disease and parasites to Poland.
Most of the current migrants have come from Iraq, Afghanistan and Africa.
On Monday, Kaminski said the government was not trying to stigmatise the migrants
but merely presenting evidence it had uncovered to show that some migrants crossing
the border could pose a threat to national security.
He said that Polish security services had found links to extremism in 50 out of 200
migrants questioned.

Poland and the EU have accused Belarus of encouraging migrants from Iraq,
Afghanistan and African countries to cross the EU's external borders to put pressure
on the bloc over sanctions Brussels has imposed on Minsk over rights abuses.
However, the European Commission and rights groups fear that Poland is forcing
migrants at the border back into Belarus, violating their right to seek asylum and
putting them at greater risk.
(Reporting by Alan Charlish, Pawel Florkiewicz and Anna Wlodarczak-Semczuk;
Editing by Mark Heinrich)

Biden in a bind on border: 'The coalition that elected him will collapse'
Alex Seitz-Wald - NBC News
WASHINGTON — Democratic Rep. Ayanna Pressley, of Massachusetts, called the
Border Patrol “egregious and white supremacist.” Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif.,
said it was “worse than what we witnessed in slavery.”
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The pair spent years targeting similar criticism at former President Donald Trump
for his handling of the border. But this time, they were talking about fellow Democrat
President Joe Biden's administration, which continues to deport Haitian migrants and
others seeking asylum at the U.S. southern border under a controversial Trump-era
public health order.
Trump polarized the politics of immigration in a way that makes Biden’s border bind
uniquely difficult. For many in Biden's base, any kind of immigration enforcement
action can smack of Trumpism. And for many Republicans, any attempt at reform is
tantamount to giving away the country.

Biden is stuck between immigration advocates in his own party on one side and
Republicans, who insist he’s still not doing enough to control the border, on the other,
leaving the White House politically isolated and with no clear refuge.
“President Biden needs to show moral clarity in this moment,” said Julián Castro,
the former Obama Cabinet member and 2020 Democratic presidential candidate. “If
he doesn’t, the coalition that elected him will collapse.”
There were no snakes and alligators, as Trump reportedly wanted on the U.S.-Mexico
border. But the images of Border Patrol agents on horseback chasing Haitian
asylum-seekers attempting to cross the Rio Grande has many of Biden’s allies
comparing him to his predecessor and questioning his commitment to the larger
reform project.
The administration has attempted to distance itself from actions taking place under its
oversight. Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas called the images
“horrible and horrific,” and the White House said horses will no longer be used in
the area.
Vice President Kamala Harris, who has been tasked with dealing with some border
issues, released an eyebrow-raising readout of a call she held with Mayorkas
speaking to her nominal subordinate the way she might to a hostile a foreign leader.
But none of it seems to have helped much.
The administration’s top envoy to Haiti resigned in protest of the "inhumane,
counterproductive decision" to deport Haitian refugees back to a country seemingly
everyone agrees is unsafe as it grapples with political unrest and the aftermath of a
hurricane and earthquake.
And Republicans are still insisting Biden is promoting “uncontrolled illegal
immigration into the country,” as Missouri Sen. Josh Hawley said during a hearing
with Mayorkas.
For some, like Frank Sharry, the longtime head of the immigration advocacy group
America's Voice, it’s all too familiar to see a Democrat have their dreams — and
backbone — crushed by a media firestorm over an immigration flashpoint.
“I’ve been in this debate for 40 years, and it feels like groundhog,” Sharry said,
noting every president for decades has dealt with surges of Haitian and Central
American migrants.
Back in March, when a different surge of migrants was in the news, many of the
questions at Biden’s first news conference were about the border. The new president
stood by his plan for a regional approach to stem the flow of migrants, fix the asylum
system and “undo the moral and national shame of the previous administration.”
But since then, Biden has faced one challenge after another, from the pandemic to the
pullout of Afghanistan, with his poll numbers declining along with the prospects for

his domestic legislative agenda on Capitol Hill, leaving little political capital left for
a fight on one of the most divisive issues in the country.
“The politics finally got the better of their policy vision,” Sharry said. “In my view,
they held their nerve. And in the last week, they choked.”
'The American promise'
Biden is now in a position similar to one faced by his predecessor and former running
mate, Barack Obama, who got elected by positioning himself to the left of Hillary
Clinton in the 2008 Democratic primary but ended up getting labeled “deporter in
chief” for deporting more migrants than previous presidents.
In the long run-up to Clinton’s second presidential bid in 2016, one of the first signs
of trouble for her nascent campaign came in the blowback to her comments that
unaccompanied minors who crossed the border without authorization needed to
be sent back to where they came from.
Biden continues to take criticism from both sides of the political spectrum.
Immigration advocates blast Biden for using a public health order to turn away
migrants in the name of containing Covid-19; Fox News questions why migrants
don’t have to show proof of vaccination like diners at New York City restaurants do.
With so much on Biden’s plate, it was always going to be a long shot for him to
succeed where so many prior presidents have failed.
Republicans and moderate Democrats in Congress have shown zero appetite for
taking up Biden’s comprehensive proposals, and no one thinks a major immigration
reform package would get through this Congress.
Democrats failed in an effort to enact a small piece of that package last week by
jamming it into the massive infrastructure and jobs package moving through
Congress.
Courts have blocked efforts to use executive authority in ways that would allow Biden
to circumvent Congress, as Obama did with his Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals policy, which was halted by a federal judge in Texas in July.
And Biden inherited a bureaucracy gutted and rebuilt by Trump and his former aides
like immigration hard-liner Stephen Miller, who sought to change both the policies
and culture of the agencies that now report to Biden, still just about eight months into
his term.
“Our objective is not to keep the policy as it is, which is broken, which is not
workable long term,” White House press secretary Jen Psaki told reporters Thursday,
adding that the president wants "a new immigration policy that is humane, that is
orderly, that does have robust asylum processing.”
Still, immigration advocates note that Biden’s administration has continued to deport
migrants under what is known as Title 42, a Trump-era public health order that

allows the government to skirt rights typically granted to asylum-seekers and
fast-track their deportations.
The administration has even gone to court to defend the policy against civil rights
groups. “We are still under Title 42 because we are in a global pandemic, so we are
still operationalizing that,” Psaki said.
Civil rights leaders met with Biden on Thursday to demand an end to deportations
under Title 42, which NAACP President Derrick Johnson said "makes a mockery of
the American promise" by removing migrants before they even have a chance to seek
asylum.
"Let’s be crystal clear: Asylum-seekers are not illegal," Nana Gyamfi, the executive
director of Black Alliance for Just Immigration, said after leaving the White House
meeting. "It is a violation of international law to send asylum-seekers back to the
country they are fleeing."

While progressive leaders eat cake, their constituents suffer
Jennifer Stefano - Examiner
A picture is worth a thousand words — maybe even 300,000, which was the dollar
cost for a table at the Met Gala this year. And there’s no denying just how powerful
the imagery of that evening was.
This year’s Met Gala theme was “In America,” the irony of which was not lost on
most of the nation: Our elected officials are increasingly more concerned about
acting like celebrities than addressing the problems hurting their constituents.
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The spectacle of the elites was on full display, with celebrities and politicians
glammed up to excess, sans masks, making statements about “taxing the rich”

without a hint of irony — all as the working class served them, notably
while wearing masks. Rules for thee, but not for me.
Marie Antoinette would have been proud. But while progressive leaders focus on
drinking champagne with the pop culture figures of the day, their constituents are
reaching a breaking point.
Children are stuck in failing school districts. Business owners are struggling to keep
afloat due to the high taxes, expensive regulations, and pandemic-era mandates that
destroyed their ability to keep workers on their payroll and pay their bills. Millions
nationwide are getting paid more to stay home than to work, leading to a nationwide
crisis, the social and economic impact of which will likely be felt for the next decade.
The icing on the proverbial cake? This hardship is playing out to the self-laudatory
soundtrack of elite progressives trying to “save us” from ourselves. The truth is,
many of our elected officials are too busy engaging in performative " woke" activism
to solve problems in their own districts.
That’s why Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez would rather sleep on the steps of the U.S.
Capitol than tackle the root causes of homelessness. She’d rather put on a “tax the
rich” dress and retweet the president than write legislation putting ideas into action,
which is likely why not a single bill from AOC has gotten a floor vote.
The more progressives waste time chasing the attention of celebrities, the further out
of touch they become with the day-to-day experiences of their own constituents.
Consider AOC’s home state. In nearly every way, life is getting harder for the people
of New York.
Violent crime is on the rise, a trend that progressives refuse to acknowledge
nationwide. Thousands of businesses have shut their doors for good. One-third of
small businesses across the city may never reopen, a dire statistic when you consider
that small businesses provide jobs to half the workforce in the city.
Of every 10 students in New York City, two will not graduate high school. Enrollment
in charter schools increased by 7% last year, yet more than 48,000 children are still
wait-listed for a desk at a charter school.
Instead of dressing up like a graffiti wall, maybe AOC should have worn a dress
shaped like a Powerball lottery machine. Because that’s what parents living in her
own district rely on to get their children out of failing schools and into a decent
school — a lottery.
And yet, while a national school choice program that lets federal dollars follow the
child to whatever school best suits him or her would actually level the playing field
for minority and low-income families in her district, AOC continues to beat the drum
of the progressive education agenda — more funding, more bloated bureaucracy, and
less power in the hands of parents.

The level of cognitive dissonance required to hold this position is impressive given
that AOC personally experienced the negative outcome of zip-code-determined
schools as a young girl and would have benefited from school choice.
But performative activism isn’t about making sense or making change — it’s about
making noise. Virtue signaling is easy; governing is hard. It’s past time our elected
officials stop taking the easy route and start representing the voices within their own
districts.
(Jennifer Stefano @JenniferStefano is the vice president and chief strategist for the
Commonwealth Foundation. She is a visiting fellow at the Independent Women’s
Forum.)

President Biden is making the world a more dangerous place
Rep. Chris Stewart (R-Utah), The Hill opinion contributor

Getty Images President Biden is making the world a more dangerous place
Last week, President Biden gave his first address to the United Nations General
Assembly. He continues to claim that "America is back," and that the United States
intends to "lead on all of the greatest challenges of our time." President Biden used to
be right. But, sadly, the current reality looks very different.
In 1776, our nation's birth was the result of American victory. Since then, from
defeating the Axis of Evil to innovating COVID-19 vaccines, America has always led
the world through its darkest times. President Biden is not only failing to do that, but
also making the world a more dangerous place.
The Taliban and ISIS-K are unnecessarily emboldened, enriched and energized. Right
now, they are arresting, torturing and killing Afghans who fought alongside American
troops for years. The Biden administration has responded by calling these terrorists a
"strategic partner."

Unfortunately, the consequences of this rolling humiliation do not end at the borders
of Afghanistan. The world is watching as we leave Americans behind enemy lines,
despite having the greatest military force in the history of the world. And our
adversaries will take advantage of President Biden's undeniable weakness.
In the immediate wake of the disastrous withdrawal, China began performing assault
drills near Taiwan. Every indication is that China will only accelerate its efforts to
reclaim the country. Unless President Biden has a fundamental change in his
constitution, we can't assume he would do anything to defend them.
Russia increased their cyberattacks on America the moment President Biden stepped
into office, likely as a test of his resolve. And how did President Biden respond?
He cleared the way for a Russian pipeline that will boost our rival's economy and
enhance their ability to manipulate our partners in Western Europe. This is the type
of decision-making that is hamstringing our own interests, both abroad and here at
home.
Despite his generosity toward Russia, President Biden began his term by going to war
against American energy. When President Biden came into office, for the first time in
35 years, America was energy independent. We didn't import a single barrel of oil
from Saudi Arabia in 2020. President Biden is changing that. He sabotaged the
Keystone pipeline, canceled domestic oil and gas leases, rolled back restrictions on
Iranian oil sales and more.
Then, when the price of energy began to rise, as it inevitably would, he even went to
our foreign competitors and asked them to increase their production to help cover his
mistakes. These decisions destroyed American jobs and empowered our enemies.
Meanwhile, Americans have watched helplessly as our already sky-high spending has
grown to even more preposterous levels. Over the past 18 months, Democrats have
approved or proposed $16-18 trillion in spending.
And what is President Biden funding with your tax dollars? An ever-growing
government, subsidies for politically favored industries, programs that incentivize
people not to work and entitlement programs.
Essentially, President Biden is committed to ensuring the government is in your life
from cradle to grave, no matter how much taxing and spending that requires.
Predictably, this has resulted in levels of inflation that we haven't seen in decades.
The costs of housing, fuel, food and just about every other necessity in your life are all
on the rise. This is effectively an additional tax on every American.
The one place President Biden was sure to succeed was in the pandemic response, or
so you would think. He inherited a ready-to-go vaccine program and an economy that
was primed to take off. Still, he has lost the confidence of the American people with
arbitrary, baseless, inconsistent guidance.
Shortly before taking office, President Biden made the vaccine declaration that he
wouldn't "demand that it be mandatory." Now, he's blaming his fellow Americans and

political opponents for the surge of COVID-19 this summer and ordering them to be
vaccinated or risk losing their jobs. President Biden has come a long way from his
pledges to unify the country and defeat COVID-19.
And where does all of this leave us? Unfortunately, in a more dangerous world - both
at home and abroad.
Among America's most important allies, there is no longer any trust that President
Biden can be relied on as a serious partner. Among America's most competitive rivals,
there is no longer any belief that President Biden can protect our interests.
And among the American people, there is no longer any faith that President Biden
can defend our most fundamental ideals.
(Stewart represents Utah's 2nd District.)

North Korea's wake-up call on cruise missile risks
Christine Parthemore & Rear Adm. John Gower - The Hill opinion contributors
On Sept. 12, North Korea announced it had successfully launched its first "strategic"
long range cruise missile as part of a series of tests. The missiles hit targets at a
distance of 1,500km (930 miles), according to the state-run Korean Central News
Agency - a range that would make it capable of hitting much of Japan and all of South
Korea.
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Many analysts have linked the North Korean use of "strategic" in the announcement
to an intent to arm this weapon with a nuclear warhead in the future. If so, it would
advance what is already the most destabilizing component of 21st century nuclear
realpolitik: the nuclear cruise missile arms race.

Currently at least three nuclear powers have nuclear armed cruise missiles: the
United States, Russia, and France. At least two of these (the United States and Russia)
- as well as other nations such as Pakistan and India that today have nuclear
warheads solely on ballistic missiles - are eyeing an expansion of nuclear cruise
missile capabilities.
These weapons are taking on an increasing role in their views of national security.
While Pyongyang is solely responsible for its actions, these trends by other nations
are making it easier for North Korea to hedge in the direction of nuclear cruise
missiles, which carry unique dangers even compared to the ballistic missile-based
systems North Korea already has.
These dual-use weapons have clear utility at the operational and tactical levels
during a conflict. Whether delivered by sea, ground, or air launches, they can avert
defenses more effectively than ballistic missiles. A nuclear payload is
indistinguishable from a conventional one until detonation. Miscalculation on launch
is inevitable.
In countries that possess them, they are often discussed by defense and high-political
leaders as the most usable type of nuclear weapon in warfare. Indeed, this is why
world leaders in the past worked for decades to reduce the presence of nuclear-armed
cruise missiles.
A ballistic missile, on the other hand, is instantly recognizable on launch, whether
from a land or sea-based location, and numerous nations arm these missiles with
nuclear warheads.
Launched by a state owning nuclear weapons, such a launch will be classified
immediately as a nuclear attack. The risk of miscalculation is reduced. The certainty
and implacability of a nuclear response delivers strategic deterrence.
Given that they leave such situations ambiguous, nuclear cruise missiles weaken
deterrence, risk lowering the threshold of using nuclear weapons, and heighten the
risk of countries misinterpreting one another's actions in ways that may escalate an
otherwise conventional conflict to the use of nuclear weapons.
As such, owning nuclear cruise missiles immediately signals that the state is
contemplating the employment of these nuclear weapons at a less than strategic level
- in other words, for uses in actual warfighting, beyond deterrence or retaliation to
nuclear attacks.
Additionally, nuclear cruise missiles pose a setback to non-proliferation efforts, as
seen by North Korea's new test (if, indeed, the regime intends to make these missiles
nuclear). Several nuclear-armed nations, including Russia and the United States,
have sufficiently robust nuclear arsenals with solely ballistic missiles.
Their increased focus on nuclear arming of cruise missiles - a type of nuclear weapon
that in decades past was a focus of arms control measures and reductions - signals an
increasing reliance on nuclear weapons in these nations' security strategies.

There is much the international community can do to change course, which may help
to avoid signaling the wrong lessons to Pyongyang.
To start, leaders of nuclear-armed nations and their allies should look to replicate
the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces Treaty in its focus on nuclear risk reduction not just reducing numbers of warheads and delivery systems.
This treaty removed shorter-range (and therefore lower-threshold-for-use) nuclear
missiles from an entire continent. Its chief benefit among many was that it focused on
the characteristics of nuclear systems and aimed to reduce the specific aspects that
made these systems so incredibly destabilizing, in particular that they were seen as
more "usable" within Europe.
The international community should now double down on work toward the end of
nuclear cruise missiles. Rhetoric and even sanctions will not prove sufficient. It is
time to signal through the actions of world leaders that the international community
will work together, even across significant differences, to bring an end to the most
destabilizing type of nuclear weapons.
As Presidents Biden and Putin reiterated on June 16, 2021, "A nuclear war cannot be
won," so why continue with weapons optimized for fighting one?
Christine Parthemore is the Chief Executive Officer of the Council on Strategic Risks.
She was formerly senior advisor for countering weapons of mass destruction at the
Pentagon.
(Rear Admiral John Gower, CB OBE, is a senior advisor with the Council on
Strategic Risks. He formerly served as Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Nuclear &
Chemical, Biological) in the UK Ministry of Defence.)

